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 By this time (December 1) I had hoped to have purchased tickets for my next trip to South Asia. 

However, due to renewed surges of the Covid virus in many U.S. states, and the continued (and somewhat 

increased) restrictions on travel into our targeted countries, I am not yet able to commit to a specific 

timeframe. I still hope to be able to return to Nepal in February and to Bangladesh at the beginning of 

March, but there are issues yet to be resolved. One of these of course is the emergence of the Omicron 

variant of Covid. I have extended my deadline for making the decision until at least the middle of 

December. Please keep that process in your prayers, that God will make reliable information available to 

me and that he will help me to come to the proper plans. 

 The land which was purchased for the church at Varoshapur in Bangladesh is being filled with 

river sand to bring it up to a suitable level for the construction of a new church building. They have built a 

mud levee or dike around the border of the land and are pumping the fill material with water which will 

help to pack it and make it stable for the building. Construction of a 16' X 30' brick building will begin 

soon. 

     

Varoshapur Land with building location shown 

 

 Construction of new buildings are also underway in three districts of the Chittagong Hill Tracts - 

Bandarban, Rangamati, and Kaghrachari. Most of the materials for these buildings were purchased by the 

local congregations, with Bangladesh - Nepal Missions providing a small amount to each to help finish 

the projects. We praise God for this sign of maturity in the local churches.  
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Church Building in Kaghrachari, Bangladesh  Church Building in Bandarban, Bangladesh 

 

 
 

Congregation in Rangamati, Bangladesh on site where they are building  

 

 Levi, the three-year-old grandson of preacher Paraju Maji in Northeast India, has received a bone 

marrow transplant to fight his leukemia. That procedure was successfully completed, and he is back at 

home with his parents and extended family. 

 The Bagram congregation in Bangladesh reported the death of one of their elderly Christian 

ladies during the week of Thanksgiving. Paulus Soren, a KBC graduate, is the preacher there. 

 Neither Bangladesh nor Nepal has any reported instance of the Omicron variant of Covid 19. We 

pray that they will escape this threat and that their very low infectious rates will continue. Bangladesh 

reported only 273 new cases on November 30, with 1 death due to Covid.  

 Thank you for your continued support of Bangladesh - Nepal Missions, and for your 

encouragement and prayers always. Despite Covid and other obstacles, our work continues, and the 

Gospel message is spreading. We are deeply grateful for your partnership. 
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